What is Characterised and How: Data and Defi nition
Questions of characterisation, like other questions regarding the Regulation's meaning, are questions of legislative interpretation. Th e Regulation's application is not dependent on the forum's characterisation of a claim or disputed issue as one relating to tort, or unjust enrichment and so on. Th e Regulation applies to all matters within its scope.
Th e Regulation applies to 'non-contractual obligations'. It neither refers to non-contractual claims, nor non-contractual issues, matters or disputes. Its choice of law rules look to the events out of which those obligations arise. Th ey do not refer to a claim's purpose or object. Since the Regulation focuses on obligations and the events out of which they arise, these provide the data for characterisation. Th e Regulation looks at nothing else. Given the questions asked by the Regulation's rules and concepts, such data must include an obligation's nature, incidents and the constitutive elements of the event from which they arise. It is submitted that the only law that can provide these data is the law by reference to which the claimant pleads his claim. 2 However, whilst data used in the characterisation process are derived from the law by reference to which the claimant pleads his claim, this does not mean that that law's characterisation is adopted. For example, if a claim is brought to enforce obligations arising under the principle in Hedley Byrne v. Heller & Partners, the obligations alleged may not attract the Regulation's rules. Although English law classifi es those obligations as tortious, they arise, under that law, from voluntary assumptions of responsibility and can be disclaimed or varied by the defendant's contrary intention. Th e incidents and constitutive elements of the obligations under English law would take them outside of the Regulation's scope if, for example, the autonomously defi ned concept of 'non-contractual' excludes obligations arising consensually.
Equally, where obligations are pleaded to arise under laws foreign to the forum, regard must be had to those laws when acquiring the data to which the
